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Halls Hut at Lake Malbena is in a remote location in the Western Lakes district of the Walls of Jerusalem
National Park, Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA). The rocky landscape here has been
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shaped by glaciation, the rasping of ice across the bedrock leaving countless hollows in which lakes and
tarns have formed. Glacial erratics are common, and the soil is poor and peaty. At 1040 metres above sea
level, the area is subject to extreme cold in winter, being swept by rain- and snow-bearing south-westerly
winds. Much of the Central Plateau near Lake Malbena was burned by bushfire in 1961 (Binks 2006, p. 117),
and Halls Island, on which the hut stands, has a complex fire history (Hackett 2021b). The 10-hectare island
has a variety of vegetation including rainforest and bogs. The hut stands on the flat surface of a rock hillock
about 100 metres from the edge of the lake and is hemmed in by light eucalypt forest on three sides.
Immediately to the north of the hut the land rises to a high point which has a small 3-4 m high cliff along its
northern face. There is no road to the lake, which is two or three hours’ cross-country walking from even the
nearest defined walking track.
Description:

Halls Hut is a vernacular recreational hut measuring about 3.7 x 3.2 x 2 metres. The base of the building is
eucalypt logs, while the upper half of the walls is framed with banksia and pencil pine poles clad with iron
sheeting. Several large stumps attest to the cutting of building timber on site. The exterior of the hut has a
green side (the eastern and northern faces, visible from one particular point on the ‘mainland’, are clad in
iron painted green to blend in with the vegetation) and a silver side (the western and southern faces are clad
in reflective silver iron, designed to be visible from the air) (Hackett 2021a). The gable roof is clad with
corrugated iron sheeting, and features low-profile guttering designed by Reg Hall to carry away rainwater but
not fill with snow from the roof (Hackett 2021a). In the words of Greg French, the logs that form the base of
the building are ‘neatly notched over one another at the corners and chinked with peat moss’ to keep out the
damp (French 2002, p.134). Two windows in the gable and another in the middle of one of the walls provide
lighting. There is a dry-stone hearth and chimney immediately next to the stable door, that is, a door with
separate top and bottom sections.

The hut has milled tongue-and-groove floorboards packed or air-dropped to the site (French 2002, p.134).
Around the walls are Reg Hall design features intended to maximise the available space, including two
bunks, one beneath the other, and several shelves for books, eating utensils etc. There are several wooden
hooks on the interior walls and an in-set banksia trunk placed near the hearth on which to air wet firewood
(Hackett 2021a, personal communication).
The skillion porch extends from the gable roof and provides a dry place to stack firewood and kindling.
Against the eastern wall of the hut is the site of what was once an alpine rock or herb garden. Against the
southern side of the hut is an iron awning once used to shelter the kayak when the hut was in use. On the
western side of the hut is a flat area of rock which probably served as a work area during hut construction.

What sets Halls Hut apart from virtually every other Tasmanian highland hut is its secluded position on an
island. Access to the island is gained by helicopter, dinghy, kayak, raft or swimming.
The registered area includes the hut and all its fixtures (including the bunks, shelves, wooden hooks, the
banksia trunk for drying firewood, the kayak shelter and the low-profile guttering with hose), the stone bed of
Hall’s rock garden on the eastern side of the hut, the viewshed east from the hut towards the lake, the foot
pad between the hut and the boat landing site on the lake, a small alcove where Hall’s dinghy rested on two
rock piles. The northern boundary of the registered area is an extension to the east of the cliff line that runs
along the northern face of the high point to the north of the hut. All items of moveable heritage within the
hut directly associated with Reg Hall form part of the registration.
Sightlines and viewsheds
The views to and from the hut are restricted by the surrounding eucalypt forest and a high point of land just
to the north of the hut. This high point makes a clear demarcation and prevents any view from the hut to the
north side of the island. From the hut there are glimpses of the lake to the east through the trees. The
eastern side of the hut is painted green in order to blend in with the bush, this side of the hut being the only
one that is visible from the lake. There are no views of the lake from the west side of the hut or from the
south side towards Reg Hall’s boat landing site on the lake’s edge .
Associated collection (not part of Heritage Register entry)
The Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery holds a collection of moveable heritage items from Halls Hut .
These items demonstrate Reg Hall’s love of design, in particular his innovations in bushwalking gear and
ability to craft useful implements such as cooking utensils and garden tools. Hall’s lightweight,
bamboo-framed rucksack, homemade snow goggles and his folding kayak also demonstrate his
inventiveness. Two 1962 issues of the Journal of the Scottish Rock Garden Clubindicate Hall’s interest in
developing an alpine rock garden outside the hut, the remains of which can be found today. The collection
also includes several maps of the Walls of Jerusalem and the Western Lakes , one of which probably
belonged to Dick Reed, as indicated by the name Poodle Lake (thought to have been named by Reed after
his poodle Kitta, but officially Lake Lula). These maps, which bear some unofficial nomenclature,
demonstrate the part of both Hall and Reed in naming features across the Western Lakes /Walls of
Jerusalem area, the routes they used through the area and also their familiarity with the Central Plateau.
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The ownership of these items is vested in the trustees of the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery ,
Launceston. As such, they are not part of the Heritage Register entry.

History:

Halls Hut is located within the country of the Big River nation (Ryan 2012, p.15), being part of a landscape
managed and kept open using fire by Aboriginal people for thousands of years before European occupation .
‘Official’ European exploration of the western part of the Central Plateau began in 1817, with the best grazing
land being taken up by the 1830s (Jetson 1989, pp.12, 24 and 42; Meston undated, pp.39–40; Binks 1980,
p.48–56). The pattern of Aboriginal burning was continued by Europeans to serve grazing and hunting . By
the 1860s the headwaters of the Pine, Nive and Little Pine Rivers were being grazed (advert 1871) as part of
a tradition of Central Plateau transhumance (the seasonal movement of stock between the home pastures
and the highlands) which lasted into the 1960s (see, for example, LS347/1/1290 [ TAHO]). The presence of
the stone wall of a hut within two km of Lake Malbena and remnants of a stockyard near its shore makes it
clear that stock were grazed there in the nineteenth and/or twentieth centuries (Wild Drake Pty Ltd 2018,
p.56).
Reg Hall
Hiking in the Western Lakes/Walls of Jerusalem area had begun by 1886 (‘Shanks’ Ponies’ 1881;
‘Peregrinator’ [William Dubrelle Weston] 1891; William Dubrelle Weston 1889; Haygarth 2009, p.210) but
was sporadic until the development of fishing at the Chudleigh Lakes, the search for northern ski-fields and
the development of a stock track to the Walls of Jerusalem encouraged the return of Launceston hiking
parties to the area in the 1920s and 1930s. One of the hikers was Reginald George (Reg) Hall (1907–81), a
Launceston lawyer. Hall had no interest in conveyancing, a solicitor’s bread-and-butter, preferring to work as
a civil and criminal lawyer, mounting court defences for clients who sometimes paid him in kind including
potatoes, fruit, and fresh-water crayfish, rather than in cash. His repudiation of conveyancing left him time to
pursue his real passions of hiking, skiing and designing buildings, watercraft and bush gear such as tents,
rucksacks and waterproof clothing (McQuilkin 2019). At a time when there was little specialised hiking gear,
Hall compared designs with the work of Paddy Pallin in Sydney, who regarded him as a peer and even sent
him new equipment to trial (Cubit 2017, pp.178–84).

The names the Walls of Jerusalem and Lake Ball were applied by surveyor James Scott in 1849, but when
Hall first entered the Walls in December 1928 there were no other official feature names. During his many
trips there over the next two decades Hall applied most of the biblical feature names known today. About 20
of the names suggested by him were accepted by the Nomenclature Board in 1954 ( Placenames Tasmania
database).
Hall was also involved in the establishment of the Northern Alpine Club in 1929, with its focus on developing
a ski field at Legges Tor, Ben Lomond (‘Hikers safe’ 1935; ‘Mountain tour’ 1938; ‘Walking party’s
experience’ 1938). He designed the second and third ski huts built at Ben Lomond, Himminborg (1933) and
the Summit Hut (1937).
After Hall’s return to Launceston from World War Two service (1942–46), his wife Betty and young family
experienced an estrangement from him that was common with returned soldiers. In subsequent years Hall
spent much time away from home, and it is possible that for him remote places represented a refuge from
traumatic war experience. With Hall’s guidance, the Walls of Jerusalem became a popular hiking destination
in the post-war period (Elliott 1946; Gilbert 1946; Hudspeth 1949; Hopwood 1951; Daniel 1953).
Hall designed a third hut, Ben Bullen, at Ben Lomond in 1955, followed by High Dudgeon in 1958 and Ben
Bothie in 1959/60 (Sharman 1998, p.77; Hall 1977, pp.7–8). What Hall’s five Ben Lomond huts had in
common was their remote location, very cold winter conditions, collaborative construction team and
pack-horse transport of frames and/or wall timber. Some of their design elements, including the Summit Hut’
s entrance porch and gable window, and the log walls of Himminborg, were carried through to the design of
Halls Hut at Lake Malbena.
Dick Reed
Grazier Dick Reed (1898–1990) had also built recreational huts in the Tasmanian highlands , demonstrating
that his interest in the highlands extended beyond summer agistment (see Cubit 2015). During the 1940s,
when he lived at Logan near Evandale, this grandson of early Van Diemen’s Land whaling and sealing
tycoon Henry Reed began to venture into the high country from Lake St Clair through to the Walls of
Jerusalem as a recreation, with his Pine Tier and Gowan Brae shepherd Jim Berry acting as guide . Like
Hall, Reed named many Central Plateau features, maintaining a correspondence with the Nomenclature
Board (Cubit 2015, p.206). After discovering the beauty of Lake Naomi south of the Walls , in the mid-1950s
he determined to build a hut there.
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At the time, the Walls of Jerusalem and surrounding areas had no reserve status , and even if they had, there
were many precedents of private individuals building huts or shacks on Crown land and reserves under an
occupational licence. Recreational huts, both privately built and built by the government, were commonplace
in the Tasmanian highlands, including the Ben Lomond ski huts; Ron Smith’s Crater Creek (1925–36) and
Mount Kate (1947–present) on private land near Cradle Mountain; the Honeymoon Hut at Shadow Lake; the
Wellington Ski Club’s 1947 Mount Rufus Hut; the Gingerbread Hut; walkers’ huts at Lake Windermere,
Pelion Plain, Pine Valley and Narcissus Landing (all in the Cradle Mountain–Lake St Clair National Park)
and the Hobart Walking Club Hut at Lake Dobson (1946–49), Mount Field National Park. Great Lake fishing
shacks and recreational boat houses built by Lionel Connell and his sons at Dove and Crater Lakes (Cradle
Mountain–Lake St Clair National Park) in 1939 and 1949 respectively might also be counted in this number.
Like many of the post-war bushwalkers, Reed’s access was via Great Lake and the Ouse River. However,
Reed went beyond pack-horse travel and, using the Gowan Brae property as a base, he improved the track
into Lake Naomi so that he could drive there in a Land Rover (Cubit 2015, p.191). A photo of Reed’s Lake
Naomi Hut shows a gabled structure with vertical plank or paling walls, a corrugated iron roof, a paling
chimney and a conventional door in the side wall, that is, a building which demonstrates no design
innovations (Terry 2005, p.84).
Building Halls Hut
By then Reed had met Reg Hall. Hall’s Walls of Jerusalem feature names had appeared on a government
map in 1953 (Du Cane map 1953). So had Lake Malbena, which was named by a Nomenclature Board
sub-committee from an Aboriginal word for ‘wild drake’ (Placenames database). Hall first saw Lake Malbena
while approaching it from the north-west, but was unsure if it contained an island until he flew over it in a
plane during the first aerial mapping of the area (McQuilkin 2019).

Drawing upon their mutual knowledge and experience, Hall and Reed talked at length about the design of
the perfect small mountain hut (Cubit 2017, pp.178–84). While Reed’s Lake Naomi Hut and Halls Hut appear
to have little in common from a design point of view, it is clear that Halls Hut incorporates design elements
that were carried through to later huts attributed to Reed at Lake Meston (THR#8291, built 1970–71) and
Junction Lake (THR#11974, 1971), suggesting that all three designs resulted from the same conversations,
with Hall’s ideas dominating. These design elements include the skillion porch extending from the gable roof
to guard against snowfall and provide a dry space to stack firewood; the stable door which allowed light into
the hut while providing security; the sheet iron chimney; the window in the gable to provide light; and the
efficient arrangement of bunks to maximise space. At Lake Meston the skillion roof was extended to shelter
a horse (Hackett 2019, personal communication). The chimney/stone hearth occupies the same place next
to the door in each of the three huts. Halls Hut has an additional window in one side wall.
The hut was built on Halls Island 1955-56, even though the temporary hut and recreation licence was not
granted until 2 March 1957. As with Hall’s structures at Ben Lomond and Reed’s at Lake Naomi , a
collaborative approach was taken to the building of the huts at Lakes Malbena, Meston and Junction, using
traditional bush carpentry, local resources and materials that could be carried in largely by horse. Halls Hut
was built by Hall, Reed, Reed’s shepherd Jim Berry, and two of Reed’s workers from Logan, with pallets of
building materials being air-dropped near the lake (Cubit 2017, pp.178–84; Hackett 2021b). The stone hearth
and chimney were built by Jackie Reed, while Jim Berry constructed the frame of the hut from pencil pine
sawn on site (Hackett 2021b).
At first Hall walked to the lake, crossing the water on a small dinghy which he kept at the water’s edge . The
hut at Halls Island was his base for exploratory paddles (using a 13-kg collapsible kayak) and walks into
areas such as the Never Never, the Ling Roth Lakes and the Mountains of Jupiter (Hackett 2021b).
However, after a heart attack reduced his mobility in 1958, Hall needed Dick Reed’s horses and/or an
amphibious plane to reach Lake Malbena (Hackett 2021b). Hall and Reed were still able to avert disaster in
1961 when a bushfire burnt south from Mount Ironstone into the Western Lakes area (Binks 2006, p.117).
Both men were present to extinguish flying embers which threatened Halls Island (McQuilkin 2019).
Hall kept his collapsible kayak under an awning at the back of the hut, which also featured some of his
domestic inventions, such as cooking utensils and garden tools. All visitors were welcome, and they were
not restricted to hikers. Central Plateau fishing benefited from an improved road network supplied by the
Hydro-Electric Department/Commission, but some anglers wanted off-road solitude (Scholes 1961,
pp.71–74). Lake Malbena was soon added to the list of angling destinations.
In 1973 the amphibious plane used by Hall crashed at Lake Naomi. By then emphysema resulting from his
lifelong habit of smoking made reaching the lake by any other means impossible (Hackett 2021b). Hall
therefore transferred his lease of Halls Island to his daughter Elizabeth (Liz) McQuilkin. At this time Halls
Hut was virtually unknown (Cubit 2017, p.184). Hall was able to continue serving on the Cradle
Mountain-Lake St Clair National Park Board and as chairman of the Northern Branch of the Scenery
Preservation Board (Cubit 2017, pp.183–84).
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Halls Hut becomes part of the TWWHA
Although in 1978 Lake Malbena was included in the area gazetted for the Walls of Jerusalem National Park ,
Liz McQuilkin continued to lease Halls Island after her father’s death in 1981 (Cubit 2017, p.184). This was a
point of distinction from Dick Reed’s Lake Meston and Junction Lake Huts , which reverted to the Crown (as
part of the Walls of Jerusalem National Park) after his death in 1990. However, both Hall and Reed always
intended their huts to be available to the public (McQuilkin 2019).

In November 1988 the State and Federal Governments agreed to add the Walls of Jerusalem National Park
and other contiguous reserves to the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA), that is, an area
recognised through the World Heritage Convention as having both natural and cultural heritage of
outstanding universal value.
In 1988, when Halls Hut was included in the TWWHA, it joined more than 60 other huts scattered across
that reserved area. Like Blandfordia Lodge and the Scout Hut near Cradle Mountain, it was licensed to a
private person (Liz McQuilkin) for recreational purposes. The lease took in the entire 10-hectare island. Halls
Island remained a remote site, two or three hours’ cross-country walking from even the nearest defined
walking track, at Lake Olive. The hut’s difficult but romantic access, like a tiny castle protected by a moat,
did not deter visitors, mostly hikers and anglers. Fisherman Greg French called Halls Hut ‘enchanting’ and
described Lake Malbena as a good base camp ‘central to many unsurveyed waters’, a convenient place to
await the float plane scheduled to fly them home (French 2002, p.134). A 1992–2017 hut logbook
demonstrates the significance of Halls Hut to the bushwalking community, containing many accounts of the
adventure of reaching and crossing Lake Malbena, delight at the island’s natural values and gratitude to Reg
Hall for building the ‘charming’ and almost hidden hut . In the logbook visitors routinely thanked Hall’s family
for allowing access to it (Halls Hut logbook).
Nature preservation/’wilderness’ experience versus tourism
The position of Halls Hut, set back from the shore of the island in bush, is not amenable to the sort of
romantic image often used to sell Tasmania’s ‘wilderness’ to tourists . Unlike other ‘wilderness’ buildings like
the Dove Lake Boathouse beneath Cradle Mountain or the Lake St Clair Pumphouse Point Hotel, there are
no ‘picture perfect’ postcard images of Halls Hut. Perhaps partly because the hut is almost impossible to
photograph in the wider context of Lake Malbena, until recently it was known only to the bushwalking and
fishing communities. Some were keen to keep it that way.

Striking a balance between economy and ecology in Tasmanian national parks has been a subject of debate
for more than a century. In 1918, for example, William Crooke, the so- called ‘father of the Tasmanian
national park movement’ (Harris 1993, p.33), and ET Emmett, the so-called ‘father of Tasmanian tourism’
(Harris 1993, p.26), clashed over whether the state’s first national park , Mount Field, was primarily about
nature preservation or tourism, with Emmett wanting to build a road through the park (‘National Park Board:
the annual meeting’ 1918). (Harris 1993, p.26; ‘National Park Board: the annual meeting’ 1918). Perhaps the
most notable example of this sort of clash was in 1983 when the High Court ruled that the Federal
Government had the right to legislate on any issue in order to fulfil its responsibilities under an international
treaty. This ruling enabled the Federal Government to stop the Tasmanian State Government building a dam
on the Lower Gordon River within the World-Heritage-listed Franklin-Lower Gordon Wild Rivers National
Park. Mineral and timber exploitation (Castles 1986, pp.58–76) and private tourism development within
national parks have been other areas of conflict during the last century. The subjective concepts of
‘wilderness’ and ‘wilderness experience’ have also been invoked frequently in Tasmania in opposition to
tourism and industrial development in areas with high natural values.
In 2016 Liz McQuilkin transferred her Halls Island Crown lease to professional fly fisherman Daniel Hackett
of the ecotourism business RiverFly1864. Hackett entered into a partnership with Launceston’s Queen
Victoria Museum and Art Gallery to catalogue and house the contents of Halls Hut , plus Hall’s papers,
photographs and other collections, preserving Hall’s bushwalking legacy for posterity .
The strength of feeling for Halls Hut within the fishing and hiking communities was again demonstrated when
RiverFly1864 was granted a business licence for Halls Island and the surrounding protected area, plus a
commercial visitors’ licence which enabled it to conduct tours in the area . In 2017 RiverFly1864 proposed to
build a ‘standing camp’ on Halls Island and fly people in by seaplane (later replaced by a helicopter) for
guided kayaking, bushwalking and fly fishing around Lake Malbena (Hackett, ‘Proposal …’). Whether such
development was appropriate for the TWWHA is still being debated at time of writing .
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Statement of
Significance:
(non-statutory
summary)

Halls Hut is of historical cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the emerging
recreational use of the Tasmanian highlands during the twentieth century , an era in which people built
private huts on Crown land in the highlands. It also demonstrates a new development in traditional bush
hut building, representing efforts to build the perfect small highland recreational hut . Halls Hut has
become a flashpoint for the clash of ecology and economy which has long been an important part of
Tasmania’s social and political debate. The hut is highly valued by the bushwalking and angling
communities because of its design, remote, romantic location and connection with its creators Reg Hall
and Dick Reed. It has a special association with both these men.

Significance:

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
a)

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.

Halls Hut is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the emerging recreational use of the
Tasmanian highlands during the twentieth century, and because it represents a new development in traditional bush
hut building. Unlike many remote huts of the time that were utilised by bushwalkers, Halls Hut was built as a
recreational hut with recreational needs in mind. It has become a flashpoint in the clash of ecology and economy
which has long been an important part of Tasmania’s social and political debate .
b)

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

No Data Recorded
c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s
history.

No Data Recorded
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s
history.

No Data Recorded
e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

Halls Hut is important for demonstrating an unusually high level of design for a small recreational structure. It was the
product of a design process initiated by Reg Hall and Dick Reed to perfect the small mountain recreational hut. The
design elements include the skillion porch extended from the gable roof to guard against snowfall and provide a dry
space to stack firewood; the stable door which allowed light into the hut while providing security; the sheet iron
chimney; the window in the gable to provide light; and the efficient arrangement of bunks, shelves and utensil hooks
to maximise space.
f)

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

Halls Hut is highly valued as a recreational structure by the bushwalking and angling communities, not just for the
shelter it provides but for its special blend of utilitarian and vernacular architecture and its connection to two
significant highland figures, Reg Hall and Dick Reed. Its romantic location, almost hidden away on an island in a
remote, undeveloped lake, being accessible only by crossing water, adds to its allure.
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g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania’s history.

Halls Hut has a special association with hiker, skier, national parks administrator and highland hut designer and
builder Reg Hall (1907–81), and with pastoralist, highland hut designer, builder and track cutter Dick Reed
(1898–1990). Both men contributed to the nomenclature of the Walls of Jerusalem /Western Lakes/Upper Mersey
River area, and they collaborated in an effort to design the perfect bush hut . Hall was the dominant partner in this
collaboration at Halls Hut, but it was Reed who with others carried some of those design features through to two later
recreational huts, Lake Meston (THR#8291, built 1970–71) and Junction Lake (THR# 11974, 1971).
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

No Data Recorded
PLEASE NOTE
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This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Note

1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Halls Hut', #10805 on theTasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 is a partial parcel of Reserved Land (NCA) the boundary of which is marked by a heavy black line and
described below.
3. All boundaries are parcel boundaries, details of individual land parcel boundaries may be accessed through the
Land Information System Tasmania (LIST).

Point & Boundary Description

A. 441910E, 5355410N.
A-B. Straight line due East. B. Intersect of straight line & high water mark
A-C. Straight line due South. C. Intersect of straight line & high water mark
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